We study lasing at the high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone in a honeycomb plasmonic lattice. We use symmetry arguments to define singlet and doublet modes at the K -points of the reciprocal space. We experimentally demonstrate lasing at the K -points that is based on plasmonic lattice modes and two-dimensional feedback. By comparing polarization properties to T -matrix simulations, we identify the lasing mode as one of the singlets with an energy minimum at the Kpoint enabling feedback. Our results offer prospects for studies of topological lasing in radiatively coupled systems.
Feedback provided by a resonator is essential for lasing. The resonator can be a set of mirrors [1] or periodic structures enabling distributed feedback (DFB) lasing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Most DFB lasers rely on simple one-dimensional periodic structures. More complex geometries would offer such interesting features as distributed feedback involving multiple modes, flat bands, and increased variety of degenerate high-symmetry points and possibilities of creating topological bands [7] . The symmetry of a hexagonal Bravais lattice leads to the possibility to multiply degenerate points at the first Brillouin zone edge [3] . Here we experimentally demonstrate lasing at K -points of a honeycomb plasmonic lattice.
The vast majority of the work on bosons in hexagonal/honeycomb lattices, for photonic [9] [10] [11] , microwave [12, 13] , and atomic [14] [15] [16] [17] systems realize essentially the tight-binding model of the lattice. That is, the lattice sites are connected only up to the (next-)nearest neighbor; in the optical systems, this is realized by site-to-site near-field coupling. Our system consists of an array of plasmonic nanoparticles that are radiatively coupled over the whole system size. This renders tight-binding models useless, and we base our theoretical description on symmetry arguments and T -matrix scattering simulations.
Plasmonic nanohole and nanoparticle arrays combined with organic and inorganic gain materials are emerging as a versatile platform for room-temperature, ultrafast lasing [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and Bose-Einstein condensation [2, 33] . These works, however, focus on lasing action or condensation at the Γ -point, that is, at the center of the Brillouin zone of systems with a Bravais lattice that is rectangular/square [18-22, 24-27, 29] , hexagonal [30, 32] or one-dimensional [28] (ref. [31] studies lasing action in the X -point of a square lattice).
K -point lasing or condensation in radiatively (longrange) coupled hexagonal/triangular lattices has been studied in photonic crystal [35] [36] [37] and excitonpolariton [38] systems. In those works, however, the polarization properties of the output light were not analyzed. Here we demonstrate lasing at the K -points and show that the polarization properties and real-space pat- * paivi.torma@aalto.fi terns of the laser emission contain essential information about the lasing mode. We identify the lasing mode as one of the singlets allowed by symmetry and explain why this mode is selected by the lasing action. (a) A measured angle-resolved extinction spectrum of a honeycomb lattice with particle separation of p = 576 nm. Color scale shows the extinction which is defined as (1 − normalized transmission). The SLR modes correspond to extinction maxima, closely following the diffracted orders (dashed lines). The left inset shows the measured dispersion around the K -point (the color scale is from 0 to 0.05). The right inset shows the dispersion obtained by T -matrix simulations. (b) The lasing measurements. Nanoparticle samples combined with IR-792 molecules in solution are pumped with a femtosecond laser. The hexagonal geometry of the lattice (inset: scanning electron microscope image of the gold nanoparticles, scale bar 500 nm, with the A and B unit cell sites marked) enables lasing emission in six distinct off-normal angles, collected by a 0.6 NA objective and further analyzed. In the Fourier image, the six angles correspond to lasing at the six K -points of the first Brillouin zone, with distinct polarization directions (grey arrows) of the electric field E.
We fabricate cylindrical gold nanoparticles with electron-beam lithography on a glass substrate in a honeycomb lattice arrangement. The particle separation is varied between 569-583 nm. Individual nanoparticles have a nominal diameter of 100 nm and height of 50 nm. An organic dye molecule IR-792 is added on top of the array in 25 mM solution and the structure is sealed with a glass superstrate ( Fig. 1(b) ). The dye molecules act as the gain material and are optically pumped with 100 fs laser pulses (750 nm central wavelength). For details, see section I of Supplemental Material.
The energies of diffracted orders (DOs) of a 2D hexagonal lattice are shown with dashed lines in Fig. 1(a) for the Γ -K in-plane (x-y plane) momentum direction. The DOs correspond to diffraction without resonant phenomena at the lattice sites, so-called empty lattice approximation. In our samples, the nanoparticles have a broad plasmonic resonance (at 1.87 eV, width ∼ 300 meV) which hybridizes with the DOs, leading to narrow (width 5-20 meV) dispersive modes called surface lattice resonances (SLRs) [39, 40] , Fig. 1(a) . A dispersion obtained by multiple-scattering T -matrix simulation (for details, see [24] and section IV of supplemental Material) agrees with the experiments, see the insets of Fig. 1(a) . The dispersions are measured with a Fourier imaging setup used in our previous works [2, 24, 41] but now extended to larger angles.
The geometry of an infinite honeycomb lattice belongs to the group p6m × σ h , the wallpaper group p6m [42] extended by the horizontal reflection σ h . The horizontal reflection ensures that the eigenmodes can be divided into two classes according to the electric field orientation at the mirror plane: the electric field E is either parallel (in-plane-E, the magnetic field H is then perpendicular to the mirror plane) or perpendicular (perpendicular-E, magnetic field H in-plane) [3] .
A single unit cell of the reciprocal lattice of our system contains six high symmetry points ( Fig. 2(d) ): one Γ -point with D 6 point symmetry, as well as two K -points with D 3 and three M -points with D 2 point symmetries. The K -points are mutually related by parity inversion symmetry. Whenever the distinction between the two K -points is relevant, we label the other one as K . To a large extent, group theory determines the properties of the eigenmodes supported at the high-symmetry points. As the reciprocal lattice has D 3 point group symmetry around the K -points, the K -point modes must constitute irreducible representations of the D 3 group. Using standard group-theoretical reduction methods [4] , we can determine for instance the electric dipole polarizations of the nanoparticles in the respective modes. The irreducible representations of D 3 are either one-or twodimensional, so the eigenmodes are, apart from accidental degeneracies, either non-degenerate ("singlets", 1D representation) or doubly degenerate ("doublets", 2D representation). Six dispersion branches meet at the Kpoint (see section II of Supplemental Material), and the eigenmodes constitute two singlets and two doublets. Fig. 2(a) shows the admissible patterns of nontrivial nanoparticle dipole polarizations in the in-plane-E case for the singlets and one doublet. Any linear combination of the depicted doublet states is possible as well. Fig. 2(b) shows spatial Fourier transforms of these patterns, corresponding to the polarizations of the far-field beams escaping the array.
In real space, the magenta color in Fig. 2 means clock- (d) The first Brillouin zone (green area) of the honeycomb reciprocal lattice and its high symmetry points, a is the lattice constant. (e) Singular values (SV) of the symmetry-adapted scattering problem at the K -point, whose minima give the mode energies, as function of energy. The color shows the results of projection of the corresponding eigenmodes on the singlets and doublets obtained by group theory ( the singlet A 1 that was found to lase experimentally is shown in orange, the other singlet A 2 in green, and the doublet E in blue), the energies are marked by ticks.
wise rotating electric dipole polarizations while orange means the dipoles rotate counterclockwise for all Kmodes. For K -modes, the polarization rotation directions are reversed. If the system is excited simultaneously in the K and corresponding K states with the same intensities, the polarizations will, instead of rotating, oscillate in a linear direction, with the exact direction depending on the relative phase between the K and K modes. This will be important in analyzing the experimental real-space images.
To characterize the lasing action, we perform angle, energy, polarization and position resolved emission measurements. Above a critical pump threshold, the sample exhibits an intense and narrow emission peak at 1.426 eV and k y ∼ 4.25 × 10 6 m −1 (corresponding to an angle of 35
• ± 0.4
• with respect to the sample normal), see Fig. 3(a-c) . The emission intensity and mode line width as a function of pump fluence is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Over three orders of magnitude increase in emission intensity can be seen upon the onset of lasing, typical for nanoparticle arrays with small spontaneous emission coupling to the lasing mode (small β-factor [44] ) [24, 26, 28, 29, 31] . Increased temporal coherence due to lasing is evident from the line width of the emission (2 meV), which is well below the natural line width of the SLR mode at the Kpoint (∼ 20 meV). The 2 meV line width is smaller than those in [18, 21, 22, 26, 31, 32 ] (3.6-27 meV), but larger than the values 0.26-1.5 meV in [20, 24, 25, 28, 29] . In Fig. 4 (a), we show the angle resolved emission of the sample. The system exhibits lasing at six specific angles that correspond to three K and three K points of the lattice. We measure the polarization properties of each point by recording the emission intensities with several different linear polarizer angles. For each point, we recover a typical dipolar emission pattern, however, the direction of linear polarization is different, see Fig. 4 
(b).
The results match excellently the calculated angular distributions of linearly polarized light having a polarization along the six Γ -K directions (the red dashed lines). We find that the A 1 singlet mode has corresponding polarization properties, see Fig. 2 (b). The linear polarization degree ρ L = (I max − I min )/(I max + I min ) has an average 0.8 for the six K -points.
The identification of the lasing mode as the singlet A 1 can be further confirmed by analyzing the real-space images with variously oriented polarization filters at the output. While the dipole polarization directions of the nanoparticles cannot be measured directly, we can estimate them using the spatial intensity variations due to wave interference in case of different filter orientations. The intensity variations should be most clear in the case where the system lases in the K and K modes simultaneously, with a fixed (modulo π/3) relative phase such that the dipoles are oriented as in Fig. 2(a) . If the system lases only in one of the K or K modes, or if the relative phase is random, the real-space intensity distribution should become more uniform due to time averaging (see section III C of Supplemental Material). Fig. 5 shows an image of a small piece of the array for three choices of polarization filters for the lasing emission, with the predicted intensities and nanoparticle electric dipole polarizations of the singlet mode A 1 for the ideal, namely zero phase-difference combination of the K and K modes, as defined in Fig. 2 (a) (cases with other polarization filter orientations and details of the theoretical predictions are shown in section III of Supplemental Material). The intensity maxima appear at the places where the surrounding adjacent dipoles, or their projections according to the polarization filter orientation, have the same or similar directions and therefore interfere constructively. Comparing the real-space images with dipole orientations predicted for the other modes (A 2 and the doublet E ) results in inconsistencies (for details, see Supplemental Material, section III). This confirms that the system indeed lases in the singlet mode A 1 . The intensity variations in the observed patterns show that the system lases in the K and K singlet A 1 modes simultaneously, with comparable intensities and with a fixed, or at least strongly correlated, relative phase. The existence of interference patterns over the whole sample, furthermore, proves the spatial coherence of the observed lasing. Since the K -point of our system corresponds to the crossing of diffractive orders in three directions with 120
• angles
No filter Filter ↔ Filter between them, the feedback in the lasing action is two dimensional, different from one dimensional DFB lasing [2] in nanoparticle arrays [24, 25, 28, 45] . This is reflected in the non-trivial 2D polarization patterns. DFB-type lasing typically occurs at a band edge or an extremum of the dispersion because zero group velocity enables feedback. Both the measured and simulated dispersions ( Fig. 1(a) ) show crossings of the modes at the K -point, without any visible gap and zero group velocity point. Why does a mode of a certain symmetry (the A 1 singlet) lase, if the K -point apparently has a degeneracy of several modes? To answer this we computed the energies of the eigenmodes using symmetryadapted T -matrix simulations (for details, see sections IV-V of Supplemental Material). Fig. 2(e) shows that indeed there is a difference in the energies of the A 1 singlet and the E doublet near the K -point. This band gap means that the singlet A 1 has an energy minimum at the K -point, which explains why lasing is possible in this mode. The narrower peak for A 1 compared to that for E indicates higher quality factor, making the former mode more amenable for lasing. The A 2 singlet mode seems almost degenerate with A 1 but the resonance is a bit weaker (slightly smaller dip in Fig. 2(e) ; see Fig. S11 of Supplemental Material for a larger picture) The energy difference between A 1 and E is only 3.2 meV, smaller than the natural linewidth of the SLR mode around 20 meV, which explains why the gap is not visible in the dispersions. On the other hand, the lasing emission has 2 meV linewidth, similar to the scale of the band gap.
In summary, we have observed lasing action at the K and K ' points of a honeycomb plasmonic lattice. Both the polarization of the six output beams and the real space interference patterns provide distinct features that, when combined with the group theory description, reveal the lasing mode as the singlet A 1 . Analysis of the Tmatrix simulation results using the group theory eigenmodes showed that the singlet A 1 has an energy minimum at the K-point, which enables the feedback necessary for lasing. Our results demonstrate the potential of plasmonic nanoparticle array systems for tailoring the polarization and beam direction of laser output by the lattice geometry. The tunability of the beam direction (here ∼ 35
• ) can be used for bringing the beam close to the in-plane direction . If realized in a less lossy platform, this could enable on-chip planar integration.
Our study gives a promising starting point for investigations of topological photonics and lasing [7, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] in radiatively coupled systems. Plasmonic nanoparticle array lasers offer a unique combination of easy fabrication, room temperature operation, ultrafast speeds, longrange radiative coupling, and strong coupling to emitters (the gain medium) [26, 54, 55] . Radiatively coupled systems offer topological phenomena different from tight-binding models [56] . Arrays of magnetic nanoparticles have been realized [57] , and the magnetization of nanoparticles could be used for opening topological gaps at the high-symmetry points where we have shown lasing. Time reversal symmetry breaking is one of the main mechanisms leading to topologically non-trivial systems but topological gaps based on magnetic materials [52, 53] are extremely small at optical frequencies [46] . The polarization and interference analysis demonstrated here will be invaluable in identifying topological modes even when related gaps would be small. Remarkably, the lasing action is stable despite a small gap, which is promising concerning topological lasing relying on small topological gaps. Lasing at the K-points of a honeycomb plasmonic lattice Supplemental Material
I. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample fabrication
Honeycomb lattices of cylindrical gold nanoparticles (diameter 100 nm, height 50 nm) were fabricated on borosilicate substrate with electron beam lithography (Vistec EPBG5000pES, acceleration voltage: 100kV). Two nanometers of titanium was deposited prior to gold deposition to provide an adhesive layer. The overall size of the array was 100 × 100µm 2 .
B. Gain medium
The gain medium used was dye IR-792 perchlorate purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The dye molecule was dissolved into 1:2 (dimethyl sulfoxide):(benzyl alcohol) solvent with a concentration of 25 mM. Figure S1 shows the emission spectrum of the dye solvent with the same concentration. Amplified spontaneous emission and lasing of IR-792 have been reported previously in systems of dye-doped polymer thin film [S1] and of edge-pumped plasmonic lattice [S2] .
C. Measurement setup
A schematic of the measurement setup is presented in Figure S2 . The back focal plane of a 40 × 0.6 NA microscope objective was focused to the entrance slit of a spectrometer with a focal length of 500 mm and a spec- Figure S1 . Measured emission spectrum of the IR-792 dye.
tral resolution of ∼ 0.5 nm. The angle-resolved extinction spectra (the dispersion) were obtained by focusing light from a halogen lamp onto the sample. The sample substrate was placed in a 10
• tilted stage in order to collect light asymmetrically from higher angles than the objective NA would allow at normal incidence. The measured spectra (namely, the images from the spectrometer CCD) were further calibrated by the diffraction pattern from a 300 lines/mm transmission grating. The metal nanoparticle array was fabricated on top of a glass substrate, and for the lasing measurement, a 1 mm thick dye (IR-792) solution layer (of volume ∼ 300 µ ) was added on top of the array. The solution layer was sealed between the glass substrate and a glass superstrate. The 1 mm dye solution layer on top of the array is much higher than the extension of the fields related to the nanoparticles, and also high enough not to create a waveguide mode at the wavenumbers considered. Therefore the exact alignment of the two glass slides with respect to each other is not essential. The dye solution was pumped with a femtosecond laser with ∼ 60
• incident angle, 750 nm central wavelength, 100 fs pulse width and 1 kHz repetition frequency at room temperature. The laser spot size on the sample is ∼ 4.4 × 10 5 µm 2 . The real and back focal plane images of the lasing action were taken by focusing them onto two separate 2D CCD cameras. The polarizer used in the polarization measurements was Thorlabs nanoparticle linear film polarizer (model LPVIS100-MP2) which has an extinction ratio of > 10 6 : 1 in the wavelength range of interest. Figure S3 shows a comparison of lasing threshold curves for the peak intensities and integrated intensities under the lasing peak. Figure S4 shows the data of Fig. 3(c) of the main text in double logarithmic scale. Figure S5 shows the measured emission spectrum below the threshold.
D. Lasing results
II. DIFFRACTION ORDERS AND NUMBER OF MODES
The diffraction orders, that is, the empty lattice calculation for our honeycomb array are shown in Fig. S6 . The right panel is the same as shown in Fig. 2(c) of the main text. The left panel shows a crosscut at the K -point energy, from where one can see that six dispersion branches (in-plane polarized light cones) meet at the K -point. Correspondingly, there will also be six eigenmodes: two singlets and two doublets as following from Figure S3 . Comparison of the threshold curves with just the peak value (blue) and with integrated intensity under the lasing peak. Both show the same threshold behavior.
decomposition of the vector space spanned by linearly combining plane waves (or dipole polarization degrees of freedom) into irreducible representations (subject to the D 3 symmetry of given K -point) [S3, S4] .
For background refractive index 1.52 and 576 nm spacing between neighboring nanoparticle centers (i.e. 998 nm lattice period), the third crossing of diffraction orders at the K -point happens at energy 1.44 eV. The slight difference from the energy of 1.426 eV from Fig. 3 is most likely due to the real background index of refraction not having exactly the value of 1.52 used in the simulations. 
III. DETERMINING THE LASING MODES IN REAL SPACE
In our experiment, the diameter of a single nanoparticle is much smaller than the wavelength, hence the nanoparticle can be considered as a monochromatic point source when lasing. Imaged with a sufficient resolution, such source will appear as a diffraction pattern rather than a dot. The exact profile of the pattern will depend on the actual optical setup, but for practical purposes of our real-space pattern analysis, it can be modeled as an Airy pattern. In such case, the source s will create electric field E s (r ) at spot r of the image plane, where
p s being the nanoparticle electric dipole moment, R s the position of the particle image centre, α an inverse-length parameter depending on the setup, and J 1 the first order regular Bessel function. When multiple sources are present, their diffraction patterns will interfere with each other. Their respective electric field contributions are summed up, giving the resulting intensity at the image plane I(r ) ∝ | s E s (r )|. This is how we obtained the predicted patterns in Fig. 5 of the main text, as well as those mentioned here below. The exact choice of parameter α does not qualitatively affect the predicted patterns inside the array as long as the distance between image centres of two neighboring particles |R s1 − R s2 | is well below the radius of first Airy disk minimum ≈ 1.22/α (i.e. if the central circles of the Airy patterns of neighboring particles overlap), nor are the predicted array patterns qualitatively changed if the Airy functions are replaced with Gaussian disks. The profiles of the measured diffraction patterns will differ from the ideal Airy or Gaussian patterns (depending on the setup and optical components used) and are not exactly known, but the respective measured/predicted array patterns will match at the scale of several unit cells. At larger scales, however, the total optical path between the source nanoparticles and and their corresponding image locations on the CCD will differ for different parts of the array, causing additional phase shifts in the observed patterns throughout the array.
A. Large-scale real-space images
In Fig. S7 we show the same pictures as in Fig. 5 of the main text, but over a larger area (right column) and also covering the whole sample (left column). The experimentally measured interference patterns extend over the whole sample size. But the observed pattern sometimes varies throughout the array; our hypothesis is that this is mainly due to the phase shifts depending on the construction of the measurement system as described above. However, any conclusions on this will require further study.
B. Comparison of real-space images for different eigenstates
Fig . S8 displays a set of measured real space intensity profiles for different polarization filter orientations, together with the predicted intensity patterns for the two singlets A 1 and A 2 , as well as for the doublet E , with certain superpositions of the doublet states. The relative phases of the K and K point lasing modes in the A 1 and A 2 columns are uncorrelated. These pictures demonstrate that, by inspecting the real space images for multiple values of the emission detection polarizer filter angle, one can distinguish a certain mode (here the singlet A 1 ) from the other singlet as well as from a combination of the doublet states. While a single polarizer filter angle result would leave ambiguity between certain states, a tomographic polarization analysis using multiple angles leads to unambiguous results: for instance, the A 1 and the first doublet combination produce somewhat similar image for the polarizer angle −π/2, but clearly distinct results for the angle π/3. These images also show that random, uncorrelated phases between the K and K lasing contributions do not produce the precise pattern observed experimentally: sometimes, a match is found when assuming a constant relative phase between them, as shown in Fig. S9 and Fig. 5 of the main text.
C. Phase dependence of the real-space patterns 
S5
Filter angle measured Figure S8 . Comparison of measured real space patterns (left column) with the theoretically predicted patterns for various eigenstate choices (the rest of the columns), for different output emission polarization filter angles. Here the angle zero corresponds to the horizontal polarization filter in Fig. S7 and Fig. S9 , and in Fig. 5 of the main manuscript. The theoretical predictions are for the singlets A 1 and A 2 (with uncorrelated phase between the K and K contributions in both cases), and for the doublet state E , for two different choices of the superposition phase between the doublet states (sum and difference, respectively, of the two doublet states depicted in Fig. 2(a) in the main text).
relative phase is random produces distinctly different interference patterns. These results demonstrate that the interference patterns can serve as accurate probe of not only the lasing modes involved but also of their relative phases.
IV. T -MATRIX SIMULATIONS
In order to get more detailed insight into the mode structure of the lattice around the lasing K -point -most importantly, how much do the mode frequencies at the K -points differ from the empty lattice model -we performed multiple-scattering T -matrix simulations [S5] for an infinite lattice based on our systems' geometry. We give a brief overview of this method in the subsections IV A, IV B below. The top advantage of the multiplescattering T -matrix approach is its computational efficiency for large finite systems of nanoparticles. In the lattice mode analysis in this work, however, we use it here for another reason, specifically the relative ease of describing symmetries [S6] . Fig. S10(i) shows the dispersions around the K -point for the cylindrical nanoparticles used in our experiment. The T -matrix of a single cylindrical nanoparticle was computed using the scuff-tmatrix application from the SCUFF-EM suite [S7, S8] and the system was solved up to the l max = 3 (octupolar) degree of electric and magnetic spherical multipole. For comparison, Fig. S10 (ii) shows the dispersions for a system where the cylindrical nanoparticles were replaced with spherical ones with radius of 45.4 nm, whose T -matrix was calculated semianalytically using the Lorenz-Mie theory. In both cases, we used gold with interpolated tabulated values of refraction index [S9] for the nanoparticles and constant refraction index of 1.52 for the background medium. In both cases, the diffracted orders do split into separate bands according to the K -point irreducible representations (cf. section V), but the splitting is weak -not exceeding 2 meV for the spherical and 15 meV (3.2 meV for the E-in-plane modes) for the cylindrical nanoparticles. The splitting between A 1 and A 2 is very small; Fig. S11 shows a detail from Fig. 2 (e) on a scale that enables to distinguish them.
A. The multiple-scattering problem
In the T -matrix approach, scattering properties of single nanoparticles in a homogeneous medium are first computed in terms of vector sperical wavefunctions (VSWFs)-the field incident onto the n-th nanoparticle from external sources can be expanded as
where r n = r−R n , R n being the position of the centre of n-th nanoparticle and u t l,m are the regular VSWFs which can be expressed in terms of regular spherical Bessel functions of j k (|r n |) and spherical harmonics Y k,m (r n ); the expressions, together with a proof that the SVWFs span all the solutions of vector Helmholtz equation around the particle, justifying the expansion, can be found e.g. in [S10, chapter 7] (care must be taken because of varying normalisation and phase conventions). On the other hand, the field scattered by the particle can be (outside the particle's circumscribing sphere) expanded in terms of singular VSWFs v t l,m which differ from the regular ones by regular spherical Bessel functions being replaced with spherical Hankel functions h
The expansion coefficients a l,m,t n , t = E, M are related to the electric and magnetic multipole polarization amplitudes of the nanoparticle.
At a given frequency, assuming the system is linear, the relation between the expansion coefficients in the VSWF bases is given by the so-called T -matrix, 
The T -matrix is given by the shape and composition of the particle and fully describes its scattering properties. In theory it is infinite-dimensional, but in practice (at least for subwavelength nanoparticles) its elements drop very quickly to negligible values with growing degree indices l, l , enabling to take into account only the elements up to some finite degree, l, l ≤ l max . The T -matrix can be calculated numerically using various methods; here we used the scuff-tmatrix tool from the SCUFF-EM suite [S7, S8] , which implements the boundary element method (BEM). The singular VSWFs originating at R n can be then reexpanded around another origin (nanoparticle location) R n in terms of regular VSWFs,
Analytical expressions for the translation operator S lmt;l m t (R n − R n ) can be found in [S11] . If we write the field incident onto the n-th nanoparticle as the sum of fields scattered from all the other nanoparticles and an external field E 0 (which we also expand around each nanoparticle, E 0 (r) = l,m,t p l,m,t Figure S9 . Dependence of the real-space patterns on the relative phase of the K and K point realisations of the A 1 mode. From top to bottom: horizontal filter, vertical filter, unfiltered. The sequences on the left depict the evolution of the real space pattern if the relative phase is shifted up to π/3. The patterns on the right correspond to the averaged intensity if the relative phase is totally random (or if only one of the K and K -modes contribute).
and use eqs. (S2)-(S5)
, we obtain a set of linear equations for the electromagnetic response (multiple scattering) of the whole set of nanoparticles,
It is practical to get rid of the VSWF indices, rewriting (S6) in a per-particle matrix form
and to reformulate the problem using (S4) in terms of the a-coefficients which describe the multipole excitations of the particles a n − T n n =n S n,n a n = T n p ext(n) .
Knowing T n , S n,n , p ext(n) , the nanoparticle excitations a n can be solved by standard linear algebra methods. The total scattered field anywhere outside the particles' circumscribing spheres is then obtained by summing the contributions (S3) from all particles.
B. Periodic systems and mode analysis
In an infinite periodic array of nanoparticles, the excitations of the nanoparticles take the quasiperiodic Blochwave form
(assuming the incident external field has the same periodicity, p ext(iν) = e ik·Ri p ext(ν) ) where ν is the index of a particle inside one unit cell and R i , R i ∈ Λ are the lattice vectors corresponding to the sites (labeled by multiindices i, i ) of a Bravais lattice Λ. The multiplescattering problem (S8) then takes the form
or, labeling W νν = i ;(i ,ν ) =(i,ν) S iν,i ν e ik·(R i −Ri) = i ;(i ,ν ) =(0,ν) S 0ν,i ν e ik·R i and using the quasiperiodicity,
which reduces the linear problem (S8) to interactions between particles inside single unit cell. A problematic part is the evaluation of the translation operator lattice sums W νν ; this is performed using exponentially convergent Ewald-type representations [S12] .
In an infinite periodic system, a nonlossy mode supports itself without external driving, i.e. such mode is described by excitation coefficients a ν that satisfy eq. (S9) with zero right-hand side. That can happen if the block matrix (ii) spherical nanoparticle, radius 45.4 nm (l max = 3) Figure S10 . Band structure of infinite arrays around the K -point obtained using the T -matrix approach, with (i) T -matrix for a cylindrical nanoparticle (height 50 nm, radius 50 nm) computed with BEM, and (ii) T -matrix for a spherical nanoparticle (radius 45.4 nm) calculated using Lorenz-Mie theory. The lowest singular value (SV) of (S10) as a function of (ω, k) is shown (a) exactly at the K -point for each irrep separately, (b) for E-in-plane modes, and (c) for H-in-plane modes.
from the left hand side of (S9) is singular (here we explicitely note the ω, k depence). For lossy nanoparticles, however, perfect propagating modes will not exist and M (ω, k) will never be perfectly singular. Therefore in practice, we get the bands by scanning over ω, k to search for M (ω, k) which have an "almost zero" singular value.
V. SYMMETRIES
A general overview of utilizing group theory to find lattice modes at high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone can be found e.g. in [S3, chapters 10-11]; here we use the same notation.
We analyse the symmetries of the system in the same VSWF representation as used in the T -matrix formalism introduced above. We are interested in the modes at the K -point of the hexagonal lattice, which has the D 3h point symmetry. The six irreducible representations (irreps) of the D 3h group are known and are available in the literature in their explicit forms. In order to find and classify the modes, we need to find a decomposition of the lattice mode representation Γ lat.mod. = Γ equiv. ⊗ Γ vec. into the irreps of D 3h . The equivalence representation Γ equiv. is the E representation as can be deduced from [S3, eq. (11.19)], eq. (11.19) and the character table for D 3h . Γ vec. operates on a space spanned by the VSWFs around each nanoparticle in the unit cell (the effects of point group operations on VSWFs are described in [S6] ). This space can be then decomposed into invariant subspaces of the D 3h using the projectorsP Figure S11 . The lowest singular values of (S10) exactly at the K -point, in the A 1 and A 2 subspaces for the cylindrical nanoparticle. The data are the same as in Figs. 2(e) and S10(i)(a), but plotted on a scale that enables to distinguish between the two curves.
the constituting nanoparticles (labeled p), This enables us to decompose the matrix according to the irreps and to solve the singular value problem in each irrep separately, as done in Fig. S10 (a).
